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The development of protein kinase inhibitors (PKIs) has gained significance owing to their therapeutic
potential for diseases like cancer. In addition, there has been a rise in refining kinase activity assays,
each possessing unique biological and analytical characteristics crucial for PKI development. However,
the PKI development pipeline experiences high attrition rates and approved PKIs exhibit unexploited
potential because of variable patient responses. Enhancing PKI development efficiency involves
addressing challenges related to understanding the PKI mechanism of action and employing
biomarkers for precision medicine. Selecting appropriate kinase activity assays for these challenges
can overcome these attrition rate issues. This review delves into the current obstacles in kinase
inhibitor development and elucidates kinase activity assays that can provide solutions.
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Introduction
Protein kinases have become a focal point for drug developers
owing to their potential as drug targets.(p1) The human kinome
comprises 557 curated protein kinases that regulate cellular sig-
naling by phosphorylating proteins, leading to changes in func-
tion, structure, location and interactions.(p2),(p3) It is estimated
that up to 75% of the human proteome can be phosphorylated,
underlining the widespread role of kinases in cellular pro-
cesses.(p4) Aberrant kinase signaling often results in diseases like
cancer, autoimmune disorders and inflammation.(p5) Protein
Glossary: ALK, Anaplastic lymphoma kinase; BRAF, v-Raf murine sarcoma viral onc
Cyclin-dependent kinase 6; EGFR, Epidermal growth factor receptor; ERK4, Mitogen-
kinase; MAP2K1, Mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1; MAP2K2, Mitogen-activate
ROCK, Rho-associated protein kinase; VEGF, Vascular endothelial growth factor.
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kinase inhibitors (PKIs) have shown promise in treating these
diseases, such as targeting ALK in non-small-cell lung cancer
(NSCLC), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in macular
degeneration and JAK in rheumatoid arthritis.(p6),(p7),(p8),(p9)

The growing interest in PKI development has spurred
advancements in kinase activity assays.(p10) Contemporary assays
have shifted from relying on kinase abundance to directly mea-
suring kinase activity in its endogenous environment.(p11) This
demand for reliable assays has driven the development of numer-
ous methods to assess kinase activity, resulting in a wide array of
ogene homolog B; CAMK, Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase; CDK6,
activated protein kinase 4; FGFR, Fibroblast growth factor receptor 1; JAK, Janus
d protein kinase kinase 2; PI3K, Phosphoinositide 3-kinase; PKC, Protein kinase C;
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assays employed in PKI development pipelines across academia
and industry.(p10)

Although PKI development has seen much progress, there
remains great potential for further improvement.(p1) Currently,
>200 candidates are undergoing clinical trials ranging between
Phase I and Phase IV (Figure 1a).(p12),(p13),(p14) The predicted attri-
tion rate of these PKIs is 59%, indicating that most PKIs under
evaluation will not receive market approval.(p1) PKI development
has generated >70 approved PKIs (Figure 1b), targeting�50 of the
at least 200 kinases believed to be crucial in disease.(p1),(p6),(p15)

Moreover, 80% of the approved PKIs are exclusive to
oncology, whereas kinases are vital in nearly all major disease
areas,(p16),(p17),(p18) leaving non-oncological diseases inadequately
targeted.

Several challenges need to be addressed to exploit the oppor-
tunities for PKI development. Most challenges involve under-
standing a drug’s mechanism of action (MOA), which
encompasses the biochemical interactions through which a PKI
exerts its effects.(p19,p20) Others involve the appropriate use of
biomarkers to enable precision medicine. Biomarkers are objec-
tively measured biological indicators of a patient’s medical con-
dition. They effectively stratify patient groups, predict clinical
outcomes and ultimately maximize the clinical potential of a
PKI.(p21),(p22)

Addressing these challenges necessitates the appropriate use
of kinase activity assays, because each challenge demands speci-
fic biological and analytical assay properties. Each assay has
strengths and limitations, making it more suitable for a subset
of challenges. The unique requirements of the challenges and
distinct properties of the kinase activity assays emphasize the
importance of selecting the correct assay for the appropriate chal-
lenge. This selection is crucial for enhancing the PKI develop-
ment pipeline. This review aims to clarify the complexity of
kinase activity measurements to improve PKI development. We
discuss kinase activity assays that excel in multiple biological
and analytical properties required for PKI development
challenges (excluding bioinformatic assays as they are reviewed
elsewhere).(p23) We then elaborate on potential challenges
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FIGURE 1
Overview of the protein kinase inhibitor (PKI) development pipeline. (a) Numbe
development Phases for I and II, and II and III are combined for some PKIs. (
indications and the total number of approved PKIs per year. Unique indication
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encountered during PKI development. Lastly, we associate the
most promising assays with the solutions to each challenge.

Protein kinase activity
Biochemically, protein kinase activity is gauged by the rate at
which a kinase carries out its enzymatic reaction. Assessing this
in a kinase cellular environment is complicated because various
modulating factors tightly control kinase activity. These mecha-
nisms are partly determined by genetics but are primarily influ-
enced by the kinase environment. Cellular genetics can
influence kinase activity through activating point mutations, fre-
quently observed in cancer (Figure 2). PI3K and BRAF are among
the most commonly mutated tumor-driving kinases, with point
mutations leading to sustained activity.(p24),(p25),(p26) Mutated or
not, kinase genes must be adequately expressed to impact cellu-
lar signaling. Although kinase expression determines the poten-
tial to initiate a kinase response, the correlation between
expression levels and kinase activity is weak.

Studying the kinase in its endogenous environment is vital to
understanding its activity.(p27) To begin, kinase–substrate prox-
imity is essential to determine the available substrate pool. For
instance, protein kinase C (PKC) family members can bind to dis-
tinct trafficking proteins, altering PKC cellular localization and
exposing it to various substrates.(p28) Moreover, proteins that
bind to kinases can act as scaffolding proteins, connecting
kinases and substrates.(p29)

Post-translational modifications (PTMs) also finely tune
kinase activation, with phosphorylation being the most com-
mon. PTMs can influence the biological behavior of proteins,
such as intracellular trafficking, physically exposing or blocking
binding sites, or achieve the same effect through allosteric refold-
ing. For example, fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR) has
multiple phosphorylation sites on its intracellular tail, enabling
the binding and phosphorylation of different substrates.(p30)

Kinases often possess multiple regulatory PTMs but one or two
key phosphorylations primarily determine their activity.

Alternative substrates or chemical environments can also
impact kinase activity. For instance, CaMK kinases are activated
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by autophosphorylation upon Calmodulin or Ca2+ binding, and
pH alters the activity dynamics of cyclin-dependent kinase 6
(CDK6).(p31),(p32) Kinase folding, crucial for activity, is influenced
by PTMs, which can refold kinases into active conformations,
facilitating ATP and substrate binding. Activation loop phospho-
rylation is often considered the most important step for folding
into an active conformation.(p33),(p34) Conserved domain analysis
indicates that �85% of kinases contain an activation loop, high-
lighting its importance in kinase activity. Once activated, nearby
substrates can be phosphorylated, often leading to feedback
loops and altered gene expression, producing activating or inac-
tivating signals that further modulate cellular signaling.
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The kinase activity assay toolkit
The intricate process of kinase activity regulation and protein
phosphorylation indicates that various approaches can be
employed to measure kinase activity (Figure 2). No single assay
captures the full complexity of kinase activity, necessitating tech-
nological advancements to encompass as much of this complex-
ity as possible. Each assay has unique strengths and weaknesses,
requiring a thorough understanding to match these characteris-
tics to the challenge at hand. This review focuses on assays that
(i) quantify kinase activity and (ii) excel in multiple biological
and analytical properties vital for PKI development challenges.
The assays we excluded encompass bioinformatic platforms,
assays that do not infer kinase activity (such as biochemical
assays measuring target engagement rather than kinase activity)
and assays that identify kinase activity incidentally. Unless
otherwise specified, ‘kinase activity assays’ refers to this selection.
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FIGURE 2
Kinase activity assays use diverse strategies to infer kinase activity. Illustration
activity. Each solid-filled circle within the figure symbolizes a specific kinase act
Certain assays adopt diverse approaches for this purpose. The included assays e
inhibitor (PKI) development challenges. Other proxies not covered here can be
Biological and analytical assay parameters
Each assay yields different biological insights and biological pre-
cision. Improved biological precision can be ascribed to several
assay properties (Table 1). First, assays should measure endoge-
nous kinase activity without adding recombinant kinases, sub-
strates or ATP,(p35) thereby ensuring a biologically relevant
experimental system. Second, assays should perform measure-
ments under relevant biological conditions, such as appropriate
in situ or in vivo systems or disease models. Third, assays should
directly measure kinase activity at the responsible kinase rather
than predicting it based on substrate phosphorylation.(p36)

Fourth, because cellular signaling pathways involve multiple
kinase events, broader kinome coverage in the assay enhances
the understanding of the kinome activity.(p37) Fifth, changes in
kinase activity can impact the proteome, so assays providing
additional protein expression information further increase bio-
logical relevance. Lastly, some assays offer information on PKI
binding to its target (target binding), which is crucial for deter-
mining parameters such as dissociation constants or identifying
on– or off-target effects.(p38) Additionally, some assays provide
structural information to elucidate binding pockets and key resi-
dues required for PKI binding.(p39)

Apart from the differences in biological relevance, kinase
activity assays possess unique analytical properties. Analytical
properties include sensitivity, specificity, quantification accu-
racy, reproducibility, quantification, throughput, multiplexity
and assay complexity (Box S1, see supplementary material
online). These properties determine suitability of an assay for
addressing specific scientific questions. The following section
hibitor
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of how kinase activity assays employ various strategies to measure kinase
ivity assay positioned according to its method of measuring kinase activity.
xcel in multiple biological and analytical properties crucial for protein kinase
measured using alternative kinase activity assays.

www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 3
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TABLE 1

Biological and analytical properties of the assays described in this review.

Biological properties Substrate
microarrays

CETSA Targeted
activation
loop assay

Discovery
mass
spectrometry

Limited
proteolysis

Multiplexed
inhibitor
beads

Flow
cytometry

Activity-
based
protein
profiling

Detection of endogenous peptides ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Physiological relevant sample types ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Direct ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Kinome coverage ✔

Measurement of additional substrates ✔ ✔ ✔

Target binding ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Analytical properties
Sensitivity ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Specificity ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Quantification accuracy ✔

Reproducibility ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ? ✔ ✔ ✔

Quantification ✔ ✔

Throughput
Multiplexity ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Assay complexity ✔ ✔

Each assay excels in a subset of the biological and analytical properties, which are presented using a checkmark in the table. An assay is regarded to excel in a property when this is of the level
needed to tackle challenges arising during protein kinase inhibitor (PKI) development (see Table S1 in supplementary material online). Unknowns due to insufficient available quantitative data are
represented using a question mark (?).
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will discuss how these assays aim to measure kinase activity.
Understanding this is essential for identifying the most promis-
ing assays to address the challenges of PKI development, which
will be explained subsequently.

Substrate microarrays
Substrate microarrays (Table 1) consist of synthetic non-
phosphorylated peptides coated on plates or wells, which are
known kinase targets for phosphorylation and are used to predict
kinase activity.(p40) Kinase substrate surrogates are incubated
with cell lysates or kinases. Subsequently, kinase activity is deter-
mined by quantifying substrate phosphorylation using
phosphorylation-specific antibodies or heavy-labeled ATP. Sub-
strate arrays are easy to use, providing quick predictions of kinase
activity, making them a fast and simple tool. Several companies
offer substrate arrays as a service or as ready-to-use products, such
as Kinex™ and PamChip™. Some commercial substrate microar-
rays attempt to predict the activity of nearly the entire kinome.
Importantly, these predictions are indirect and not endogenous
measurements.

Cellular thermal shift assay
The cellular thermal shift assay (CETSA) (Table 1) is a label-free
method that directly measures intracellular target engagement
of PKIs by assessing protein thermal stability.(p41),(p42) Typically,
cells are incubated with a PKI in a physiologically relevant envi-
ronment. Post-treatment, samples are heated to denature and
precipitate the proteins, and proteins in the remaining solution
are quantified.(p43) PKI-bound kinases exhibit altered denatura-
tion curves, remaining in solution longer.(p41) Detection and
identification of stabilized kinases in the soluble fractions can
be achieved through various approaches, including western blot-
ting, proximity-based assays with specific probes or multiplexed
quantitative mass spectrometry (MS). Several vendors provide
4 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
materials such as probes or antibodies for CETSA experiments,
whereas Pelago Bioscience™ offers CETSA as a service.
Targeted activation loop assay
Targeted activation loop assays (Table 1) use targeted MS meth-
ods to measure activation loop phosphorylation in kinases,
indicative of kinase activation. Heavy labeled peptides are added
as internal standards to provide high selectivity and confidence
in identifying and quantifying kinase isoforms or phospho-
proteoforms with different biological functions.(p44),(p45) Activa-
tion loop phosphorylations are quantified on a triple quadrupole
mass spectrometer (SRM/MRM assays) or quadrupole-orbitrap/ti
me-of-flight instrument (PRM assays). QuantaKinome™, a novel
platform, monitors the activation loop phosphorylation status of
>200 endogenous kinases and substrates in a sample.(p37) Com-
mercial kits like SureQuant™ simplify PRM assays and increase
sample throughput.(p46)
Discovery mass spectrometry
Discovery mass spectrometry in the context of kinase activity
quantification (Table 1) uses liquid chromatography-mass spec-
trometry (LC-MS) to measure phosphorylated peptides from pro-
tein digests.(p47),(p48) Cells are lysed, proteins are digested and
phosphorylated peptides are enriched before MS analysis.
Label-free quantification methods are often used; however, alter-
native quantification methods using (non-)isobaric tags are also
standardized. Ongoing developments include automated, sensi-
tive and high-throughput sample preparation, faster and more-
sensitive mass spectrometers, and better bioinformatics tools
for predicting kinase activity.(p49),(p50),(p51) Discovery phospho-
proteomics mass spectrometry is an established assay with differ-
ent pipelines mainly established in specialized research
laboratories but also commercially available (e.g., KScan™).
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Limited proteolysis
Limited proteolysis coupled to MS (LiP-MS) (Table 1) predicts PKI
binding and protein structural changes by assessing protease
cleavage susceptibility alterations after perturbations.(p52),(p53)

Machine-learning-based LiP-Quant assigns probability scores to
peptides, indicating potential structural changes and EC50

scores.(p54) This method can predict binding pockets of PKIs, like
the binding of selumetinib to MAP2K1 andMAP2K2.58 LiP-MS is
commercially available from Biognosys™ and LiP-Quant soft-
ware can be accessed online.
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Multiplexed inhibitor beads (MIBs; Table 1) employ immobilized
kinase inhibitors linked to beads or columns to purify interacting
kinases, which are measured using techniques like MS.(p55) Col-
umns containing multiple inhibitor layers capture as many
kinases as possible. Kinase activity is solely quantified when inhi-
bitors bind exclusively to the kinase active state.(p56),(p57),(p58)

This strategy has identified off-target binding of numerous
PKIs.(p19) In-house MIB protocols are available(p59) and KinomeS-
cout by OmiScouts™ offers commercial kinome activity studies
using MIBs.
Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry (Table 1) uses lasers to analyze labeled particles
or single cells in fluid, such as labeled activating PTMs on kinases
or resulting substrate phosphorylation with fluorescent mark-
ers.(p60) Flow cytometry is relatively simple, providing absolute
quantification of the particles. However, challenges are the lim-
ited availability of suitable antibodies and probes and a limited
probe multiplexity.(p61),(p62) Although no companies offer speci-
fic flow cytometry services for kinase activity, custom panels
can be designed for kinase activity measurements.
Activity-based protein profiling
Activity-based protein profiling (ABPP; Table 1) uses chemical
probes to bind targets, such as kinases, which are then isolated
and quantified.(p63),(p64) Kinase-binding probes enable target
enrichment before MS analysis.(p65) ATP analogs, like XO44, are
commonly used probes, quantifying �150 kinases per experi-
ment.(p66) Custom probes can be made, yet steric hindrance must
be considered. Probes can target active and inactive kinase con-
formations, limiting accurate quantification of kinase
activity.(p67)
Connecting assays to the challenges
Selecting the appropriate kinase activity assay depends on the
challenge being addressed and its biological and analytical prop-
erties requirements. It is crucial to compare the requirements
with the properties of available kinase activity assays to make
the right choice, because each assay excels in a specific subset
of properties (Table 1; Table S1, see supplementary material
online). The following section will discuss the challenges, their
particular requirements and the most promising assays to tackle
them.
PKI discovery and development challenges
Unlocking the underexplored potential of PKI development
involves addressing various challenges that can arise across its
different stages (Figure 3). Most of these challenges require an
in-depth understanding of the PKI MOA. The PKI MOA refers
to the biochemical interactions through which a PKI exerts its
effects. The FDA does not require a complete understanding
of MOA to approve initiating clinical studies.(p68),(p69) This has
deterred pharmaceutical companies from implementing func-
tional kinase activity assays alongside kinase binding assays,
although such assays are crucial for the success of PKI candi-
dates. Commonly used biochemical kinase activity assays, like
the nano-BRET assay, only partially address the MOA challenge
by determining target engagement without examining down-
stream pharmacodynamic effects. As a result, most PKI candi-
dates lack a clear understanding of MOA and overall
pharmacodynamic (PD) profile. Another way to unlock the
potential of PKI development is to use biomarkers. Biomarkers,
objectively measured biological markers indicative of a patient’s
medical state, have a crucial role throughout PKI discovery and
development. The next sections will elaborate on five chal-
lenges to improve PKI development.
Challenge 1: illuminating the understudied dark
kinome
The first challenge is illuminating the understudied dark kinome,
comprising �160 kinases whose function in human biology is
poorly understood.(p70) Kinases belonging to the dark kinome
are low in abundance, making them undetectable by most kinase
activity assays. The inability to measure these kinases leads to a
knowledge gap and a lack of proper antibodies, potent chemical
probes and bioinformatics software that can predict their activ-
ity, role in disease and treatment targets.(p71),(p72) This vicious cir-
cle and importance of the dark kinome has resulted in numerous
efforts to identify and prioritize the study of the dark kinome,
such as the ‘Illuminating the Druggable Genome’ program which
includes the study of the dark kinome and The Clinical Kinase
Index.(p70),(p71),(p73) Nevertheless, the dark kinome remains
understudied.

Most detected dark kinases have emerged through (genomic)
screening studies.(p73),(p74),(p75) Although these screens can iden-
tify implicated kinases, they do not quantify kinase activity.
The ideal assay should be highly sensitive to be compatible with
measuring low-abundance kinases and quantifying kinase activ-
ity directly because algorithms and techniques for indirect quan-
tification of dark kinases are still underdeveloped. For
pharmaceutical target deconvolution, assays should be capable
of measuring kinase activity in high throughput, because HTS
is preferably used to screen for new targets. None of the discussed
assays meet these requirements (Table 1) but the targeted activa-
tion loop assay fits best, although it currently lacks the required
high throughput (Table 1, Figure 4). Nevertheless, using the tar-
geted activation loop assay, dark kinases could reliably be quan-
tified, such as ERK4.(p37) As a follow-up on the Dark Kinome
Knowledgebase, efforts are being put into expanding the targeted
repertoire to include the dark kinome.
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 5
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FIGURE 4
The best-fit kinase activity assay(s) for each mechanism of action (MOA) and biomarker challenge. The assays are shown in the middle and coupled with the
MOA challenges (left) and biomarker challenges (right), for which they are the best choice. No assay meets the high standards needed for prognostic and risk
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FIGURE 3
The relevance of MOA challenges and biomarker types in each phase of the PKI discovery and development pipeline. Abbreviations: MOA, mechanism of
action; PKI, protein kinase inhibitor.
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Challenge 2: understanding PKI off-target activities
Despite researchers’ efforts to develop highly selective PKI candi-
dates, almost all PKIs are ‘dirty’ compounds, hitting (many) off-
target proteins. This eventually leads to unexpected off-target
toxicity emerging in later developmental stages owing to the
6 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
knowledge deficit on the PKI candidate PD and off-target
effects.(p76),(p77),(p78) Klaeger et al. demonstrate the lack of MOA
knowledge by finding 20% additional and unknown off-target
activities of their tested PKIs compared to the already known
off-target activities.(p19) Notably, at least 25 PKIs show non-
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kinase off-target effects, rarely studied in the hit identification
and lead optimization phases.(p79) The unknown biological
effects of the PKI on off-target kinases and non-kinases present
a therapeutic potential that pharmaceutical companies have
not yet exploited.

Numerous assays have been used to elucidate off-target PKI
effects, for example ELISA, Alphascreen™ or TR-FRET.(p78),(p80)

These assays have identified off-target activities because running
large sample sets increases the likelihood of finding them. An
optimal assay should maximize the chance of finding off-target
effects through broad coverage of the kinome and proteome in
a multiplexed fashion. The selected assays that fulfill most
requirements are CETSA, limited proteolysis and multiplexed
inhibitor beads (Table 1, Figure 4). However, none of these assays
fit perfectly because they lack sensitivity or coverage. MIBs can be
used to enrich for off-target effects. This approach has, for exam-
ple, been used to find off-target effects of nearly 1200 PKIs.(p81)

MIBs do not measure kinase activity directly; thus, obtaining reli-
able kinase activity measurements must be measured with alter-
native assays.
Challenge 3: repurposing abandoned PKI candidates
and finding new opportunities for approved PKIs
Repurposing abandoned or approved PKIs is appealing because
we already partly understand these PKIs. Exploiting this knowl-
edge can lead to accelerated PKI development, lower develop-
ment costs and reduced risk. Although approved PKIs are
readily available for repurposing efforts, many abandoned PKI
candidates are available through public repositories or compa-
nies that gather and/or provide these molecules.(p82),(p83) At least
62% of protein kinases that lack an approved PKI can be targeted
using abandoned inhibitors with a preset minimum
bioactivity.(p72)

Numerous repurposing strategies exist, including exploiting
off-target activities of PKIs that were undesirable for one disease
but could be beneficial in treating another disease.(p84) Another
strategy is to use abandoned PKIs with high toxicity in one dis-
ease that can demonstrate efficacy in another disease at lower,
less toxic doses. For instance, initially unsuccessful as an anti-
cancer agent, saracatinib has completed Phase I clinical trials
for Alzheimer’s Disease treatment using lower, more-tolerable
doses.(p85) Another strategy is repurposing PKIs for other disease
areas, such as infectious diseases, immune disorders or even
antibiotics.(p86),(p87)

An ideal kinase activity assay reveals mechanistic insights into
PKI activity through broadly measuring kinase regulation,
increasing the likelihood of identifying inhibited kinases and
pathways. Ideally, PKI target binding is measured, providing a
mechanistic insight into PKI effects.(p77),(p87),(p88) Analytically,
employing a highly sensitive, reproducible and multiplexed
assay is beneficial, because alternative targets for a abandoned)
PKI can be unknown and scarce. The assay should be able to han-
dle large compound libraries. The substrate microarray and tar-
geted activation loop assay are the most suitable for this
challenge, although none is capable of high-throughput mea-
surements (Table 1, Figure 4). An example of such an approach
is an effort that explored the possible repurposing of PKIs as anti-
platelet drugs using a substrate assay, successfully identifying
sunitinib.(p89),(p90)

Challenge 4: developing effective combination
therapy
PKI attrition in clinical trials can be attributed to diseases not gov-
erned by a single kinase target or pathway. For instance, targeting
a solitary kinase in cancer therapy can lead to intrinsic resistance,
target mutations or acquired activation of alternative path-
ways.(p91) Employing a combination therapy involving another
PKI or an alternative therapy represents a prominent strategy to
overcome these challenges.(p92) Studies increasingly report the
effectiveness of combination therapy, such as BRAF inhibitors
combined with immune checkpoint inhibitors or EGFR
inhibitors, and the combined inhibition of ROCK and EGFR in
triple-negative breast cancer.(p93),(p94),(p95),(p96),(p97),(p98),(p99),(p100)

Numerous challenges can be listed that limit the use of combina-
tion therapy.(p101) However, the most important factor is the
absence of preclinical evidence that provides rationale for combi-
nation therapy, specifically the inadequate use of appropriate
assays to provide this evidence. Combining drugs necessitates a
deep understanding of biological interactions to maximize thera-
peutic response while mitigating the risk of adverse effects.

So, understanding the resistance mechanism and the MOA of
individual drugs and their combinations in the specific disease
model is crucial to developing successful PKI combination treat-
ments.(p102),(p103) Current assays lack sensitivity and reproducibil-
ity in preclinical phases, hampering the ability to measure the
selectivity and MOA of PKI combinations.(p102) Obtaining the
information required to predict what drugs to use in combina-
tion therapy ideally includes multiplexed assays with high
kinome and proteome coverage measuring direct kinase activity
in a physiologically relevant context with preferably absolute
quantification.(p99) Although imperfect, the most suitable assays
meeting these requirements include substrate microarrays and
targeted activation loop assays (Table 1, Figure 4). Especially in
in vitro models, these assays have contributed to understanding
combination therapy.(p104),(p105),(p106),(p107)

Challenge 5: identifying clinical biomarkers for
precision medicine
The final challenge is identifying suitable activity-based clinical
biomarkers.(p108),(p109) The Biomarkers, Endpoints and other
Tools (BEST) resource categorizes biomarkers into seven types:
diagnostic, monitoring, PD/response, prognostic, predictive,
safety and susceptibility/risk.(p110) All seven can be used to
improve PKI discovery and development.

Because biomarker quantification typically leads to clinical
action, biomarkers must fulfill high standards regarding reliabi-
lity, specificity, sensitivity and reproducibility. Numerous assays
have aimed to meet these standards, including gene expression
microarrays, discovery mass spectrometry, ELISA and PCR-based
assays. Although these assays were successful, improved assays
are desired because they provide indirect readouts, do not detect
low abundant kinases or do not have the correct antibodies to
measure kinase activity.(p11),(p109),(p111),(p112),(p113),(p114),(p115)

Although different categories of biomarkers require slightly
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 7
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different assay properties, kinase assays should be highly specific
to measure endogenous kinase activity in relevant sample types,
be low in complexity with interpretable results, highly specific,
reproducible, accurate and that provide an absolute readout that
can be compared to a preset threshold.(p116),(p117),(p118)

Four kinase activity assays are generally suitable for solving
the biomarker challenge described above based on their proper-
ties (Table 1). Substrate microarrays are appropriate for develop-
ing predictive biomarkers because they are highly sensitive and
reproducible and are not too complex to interpret. They show
a strong association between the substrate biomarker and
response rate, which is necessary to understand whether a
patient will respond to a therapy.(p119),(p120) The targeted activa-
tion loop assay is a good fit for developing predictive biomarkers,
monitoring biomarkers and PD biomarkers owing to its sensitiv-
ity and specificity in general and to the possibility for absolute
quantification, reproducibility and kinome coverage, respec-
tively. Flow cytometry is a suitable assay for developing diagnos-
tic, monitoring or PD biomarkers. The assay can measure kinase
activity in single cells, increasing the quality of these three bio-
marker types.(p121),(p122)

Concluding remarks and future perspectives
Opportunities remain to develop PKIs more effectively. Integrat-
ing kinase activity assays to address MOA and biomarker-related
challenges could decrease attrition rates and enhance PKI effi-
ciency. Kinase activity assays, with desirable biological and ana-
lytical properties, offer promising solutions. However, no one-
size-fits-all assay exists, because each challenge has unique
requirements and each assay possesses distinct properties. Care-
ful selection of the appropriate assay for each challenge can
require multiple assays. Enhancing the ability to address chal-
lenges with kinase activity assays necessitates further develop-
ment. First, increasing throughput is vital, which can be
achieved by investing in workflow automation, time reduction,
robotics and artificial intelligence for data interpretation. Second,
the complexity of kinase activity assays has made their applica-
tion in hospital settings difficult. Barriers to clinical use include
high costs, the need for specialized personnel, lack of govern-
mental approval and limited throughput. Continued develop-
ment of the kinase activity assays discussed in this review will
help address these challenges and optimize their utility in clini-
cal settings.

Selecting the optimal kinase activity assay to address PKI chal-
lenges in this review depends on their biological and technolog-
ical properties. Further refinement of assay choice should
consider the specific practical needs of each challenge. These
include assay automation (e.g., using robotics) with some assays,
such as mass spectrometry-based assays, requiring more time to
8 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
automate than substrate microarrays. Another consideration is
assay standardization, which is crucial for effective PKI develop-
ment. For instance, daily clinical routine demands high valida-
tion, whereas early development stages might not require such
stringent validation. Finally, cost implications should be consid-
ered, because HTS can rapidly escalate expenses owing to the
large number of samples involved. In conclusion, kinase activity
assays are evolving to meet the rigorous demands of effective PKI
utilization and development. Although significant progress has
been achieved, selecting the appropriate kinase activity assay(s)
for each challenge remains crucial. Ongoing enhancements of
these assays support the expansion and optimal use of the PKI
toolkit, which is vital for addressing kinase-driven diseases.
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